
KiSoft
Fully integrated  
logistics software  
for your success  

24/7 support in 
12 languages

Easy 
integration and 
expandability

Complete 
control and 
transparency

2,000 
installations 
worldwide

From purely 
manual 
to highly 
automated 
solution

Roll-out 
solutions for 
more than one 
location

Since the supply chain 
is currently facing 

tremendous challenges, 
we decided to invest in 
a high-quality solution. 

Selecting KNAPP was 
right on the money. 

Dimitar Dimitrov 
CEOSopharma Trading Group

Bringing digital to life
Our comprehensive, all-in-one software solution KiSoft breathes 

life into logistics, providing the following advantages for you:

Industry know-how 
We help you with planning and implementing your project 

and provide support for the entire life cycle of your system 

and software. Worldwide, 1,500 KiSoft experts are there to 

serve you.  

Flexibility 
Business models grow and change continuously. Thanks 

to KiSoft’s modular structure, the software can be easily 

adapted to grow with the demands. 

Investment security 
Long-term collaboration and innovative power ensure 

investment security for any challenge to come, making 

your success a certainty.  

Bringing the digital to real life!

https://youtu.be/9VKvew7QkQM


Our intelligent KiSoft suite covers all the levels of 
software, from warehouse management to the 
control of optical sensors. Smart analysis tools 
help keep track of everything and ensure that 
your system and business performs optimally 
along the entire value chain. 

All-in-one  
logistics software  

Integrated 

software 

intelligence for 

your success

Warehouse control
The warehouse control system  
KiSoft WCS controls and coordi-
nates the flow of goods in automa-
ted areas in real time. KiSoft WCS 
controls and monitors the execut-
ion of processes, handles the inte-
gration of the subsystems, and can 
also be retrofitted into warehouse 
systems with existing automation 
technology.

Add-ons 
Why not consider our add-ons to put the finishing 
touches to your solution? KiSoft Pack Master, for 
example, is a useful software for calculating the best 
possible stacking patterns. KiSoft Sandbox provides a 
test and emulation environment, and KiSoft Pickup and 
Delivery offers integrated transport management, with 
shipment tracking all the way to the recipient.

Analytics
The smart tool KiSoft Analytics transforms vast pools 
of disorganized data into comprehensible, coherent 
streams of information. It also allows you to conduct 
analyses across all locations, independent of the 
systems’ degree of automation and manufacturer. With 
this tool, you can make the right strategic decisions for 
your logistics at the right time. 

easyUse
Our easyUse operating concept banks on intuitive 
human-machine communication and ensures user-
friendly operation in every respect. Well-structured 
user interfaces, clear instructions and information on 
errors help boost performance and increase employee 
satisfaction.

Machine control
End-to-end software solutions down to the 
machine level ensure the maximum perfor-
mance of your system. For example, the ma-
chine control system makes sure that the con-
veyor system, shuttle systems and picking 
robots are finely attuned to each other. KiSoft 
SCADA provides a full overview of the techni-
cal status of the entire warehouse, providing 
a global visualization of all the components in 
the system.

Warehouse nanagement
The warehouse management software KiSoft 
WMS plans, monitors and optimizes all processes, 
from goods-in to goods-out, including all internal 
warehouse processes. KiSoft WMS makes it 
possible to achieve the flexibility and transparency 
needed to satisfy the demands in various sectors. 
The software is suitable for any warehouse, 
whether it handles processes manually, semi- or 
fully automatically, and can be integrated into the 
automation technology from different suppliers. 



follow us:

Flexibility
Industry know-how
Investment security

KNAPP AG
Günter-Knapp-Strasse 5-7
8075 Hart bei Graz 
Austria
knapp.com

We look forward to your message:  
sales@knapp.com

Have you ever heard of 
the 90/10 rule?
In an automation project, software only accounts 

for about 10 percent of the investment. In a running 

warehouse operation however, the software is 

responsible for up to 90 percent of the success 

of the logistics system. That’s why we take time 

at the beginning of a project to define the optimal 

software solution and processes for you. 

We take the time to listen and visualize 

Design and implementation 

Startup and ongoing service


